Veracode Container Security

Build & Deploy
Securely
Coming So
on

Find and fix container
vulnerabilities with ease.

Veracode Container Security puts a powerful CI/CD pipeline security tool into the
hands of developers. This helps teams perform scans early in the development
process, ensuring containers are built and deployed securely.
Right at the CLI in your pipeline, developers can scan targets for comprehensive
vulnerabilities and get actionable scan results that help them remediate effectively.
With a few commands and code fixes, developers can confidently ship secure
containers to production.

Developer First

In-depth Coverage

Actionable Results

Empower developers with an
intuitive CLI tool that makes
it easy, fast, and simple to
secure various container
targets, within your existing
CI/CD process.

Reduce risk by scanning for
comprehensive flaws during
development. Fix dangerous
threats & misconfigurations
before images are shipped to
production.

Remediate effectively with
policy, contextual findings,
and trusted open-source
technology. Scan results
immediately output in your
CLI, helping you fix fast.

Join the Waitlist
info.veracode.com/container-security-signup.html
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Build secure at
the CLI

Seamless CI/CD
integration

Secure before
shipment

Access simple, easy-to-use CLI
commands to quickly scan
several targets including
images, directories,
repositories, and archives.

Make security a part of your
everyday workflow with
CI/CD integrations. Secure
at multiple stages of your
container build process.

Deploy securely by finding and
fixing flaws as targets run
through your pipeline. This
prevents dangerous exploits
before runtime.

Comprehensive
coverage

SBOM & Policy
Evaluation

Trusted opensource technology

Scan targets for known
vulnerabilities, security
misconfigurations (IaC
files), and imbedded
secrets.

Get results at the CLI in text,
SBOM and JSON formats
(CycloneDX, SWID, SPDX) and
fix most critical flaws with
policy evaluation.

Generate results you can
trust with industry leading
open-source developer
projects Syft, Grype, and
Trivy.

Scan Your Favorite Container Base
Operating Systems

“I felt like this was pretty

easy to get going. Getting the
Veracode CLI setup was simple.
My first scan on one of our
production images was, once
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again, super simple. The
commands in the CLI are easily

understandable. The scan was
quick and the different output
options are nice.”
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The Apline™ Linux™ logo is a trademark of the Alpine Linux Development Team. The Amazon Linux™ logo is a trademark of the Linux Foundation. The CentOS® logo is a registered trademark owned by Red Hat, Inc.
The Debian ® trademark is a registered trademark owned by SPI. The Docker® logo is a registered trademark owned by Docker. The Github® logo is a registered trademark owned by Github. The Red Hat Enterprise
Linux® logo is a registered logo owned by Red Hat, Inc. The Ubuntu® logo is a registered trademark owned by Ubuntu. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
Veracode Container Security is a standalone product, and the solution’s features and pricing will be sold separatly from Veracode SCA.
Veracode is a leading AppSec partner for creating secure software, reducing the risk of security breach, and increasing security and development teams’ productivity. As a result, companies using Veracode can
move their business, and the world, forward. With its combination of process automation, integrations, speed, and responsiveness, Veracode helps companies get accurate and reliable results to focus their efforts
on fixing, not just finding, potential vulnerabilities.
Learn more at www.veracode.com
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